
The Asymmetry of Optimality Theoreti Syntax andSemantisHenk ZeevatAbstratThis paper argues for a ombination of semantis and syntax in an optimality theo-reti framework that avoids the rat/rad problem and provides simultaneously a ertainamount of bidiretionality, in the spirit of Blutner for an approah to ine�ability. It anbe suintly desribed as taking the program of optimality theoreti syntax as basi,also as a theory of interpretation, and extending it with a bidiretional pragmati om-ponent that is losely related to existing ideas about natural language interpretation.The paper argues for the priority of the diretion from ontent to form, develops thepragmati omponent, and argues for the bidiretionality of the pragmati omponenton the basis of Grie's priniple of ooperation. It applies the resulting theory to asmall set of relevant examples. The asymmetry in the title is onsistent with, but goesbeyond, the asymmetry between syntax and semantis used in Smolensky (1996).1 OT Semantis and SyntaxOptimality theoreti syntax (OT syntax) is the proposal to think of the knowl-edge of natural language syntati strutures as an ordered sequene of on-straints that deide whih are the best andidate sentenes for expressing somegiven ontent1 (the input). Optimal andidates are the ones that do better onthe ordered onstraints than all the other ompeting andidates. S1 is a betterandidate than S2 if there is a strongest onstraint C suh that S1 and S2 doequally well on the onstraints that are stronger than C but S1 does better onC itself. Moreover, OT syntax makes the following assumptions. First, the setof onstraints is the same for all languages, but languages di�er in the orderingof the onstraints. Seond, onstraint satisfation is sored disretely. Both ofthese assumptions an be given up in priniple without hanging the essene ofthe theory as a desriptive devie for a partiular language, but they have an1Though this plays only a minor role in the argument, I wish to make lear my assump-tion that ontent is a semanti representation in some suitable logial formalism against thebakground of disourse ontext representing the ommon ground and the urrent disoursesituation. The semanti features referred to by the onstraints an therefore equally well beproperties that the objet identi�ers have in virtue of their role within the disourse ontext.This goes against some proposals for the input, whih favour underspei�ed representationsor even quasi-syntati inputs. 1



important methodologial value sine the �rst assumption militates against lan-guage partiular onstraints and the seond keeps the theory formally simpler.Though there is as yet no onsensus about a partiular set of onstraints forsyntax, there is a lot of promising work going on in the area, like e.g. Grimshaw(1997), Choi(1998) and Bresnan(MS).OT syntax su�ers from a problem. The predition |whih arises from the for-mal oneption itself| is that for any input there is a set of optimal andidates,i.e. any ontent an be expressed. This predition is easily refuted by showingthat some sentenes are untranslatable. For example (1)(1) Who ate what?is a proper English sentene but does not have an Italian translation, like (2).(2) *Chi ha mangiato he osa?It is a natural assumption that the input of the English sentene is also availableto Italian language users. Yet, there does not seem to be an Italian form(exept ompliated paraphrases) that expresses this input. This problem isknown as the ine�ability problem. Contrary to what OT syntax predits, noteverything an be said in any language. The same problem has been notiedby Pesetsky(1997) using ungrammatial sentenes that do not allow repair.Optimality Theoreti Semantis (OT semantis) is a more reent enterprise inwhih the traditional methods for natural language interpretation are replaedby systems of ordered onstraints. Given the problems that natural languagesemantis faes, this is a natural and wise move and has led to interesting ap-proahes to when-sentenes (De Hoop & De Swart (2000)) and to presupposition(Blutner (2000)). But there is a natural question to ask about the enterpriseas suh. If there is an OT semantis, how is it related to OT syntax? It is learthat we do not want a onit: the OT semantis should not assign an optimalinterpretation to a sentene for whih the sentene is not optimal aordingto OT syntax. And also we do not want the OT syntax to assign a senteneto the input that does not have the input as an optimal interpretation. Theproblem is that both OT syntax and OT semantis are omplete theories aboutthe relation between form and ontent and it would therefore seem that theyannot be independent of eah other.Blutner has pioneered a �rst version of bidiretional OT whih overomes theseproblems. In his oneption of superoptimality there is a single ordered set ofonstraints that regulates the relation between form and ontent. But the on-straints are used twie: a pair< Form;Content > is superoptimal i� there is nobetter pair < Form1; Content > and no better pair < Form;Content1 >. Inweak superoptimality |the notion he really favours| we �nd also some reur-sion: A pair < Form;Content > is weakly superoptimal i� there are no weaklysuperoptimal better pairs < Form1; Content > or < Form;Content1 >.2



Both of these notions are highly interesting and lead to important results, like asolution of the ine�ability problem and treatments of presupposition and lexialsemantis. But superoptimality labours from its essentially symmetri hara-ter. One predition that an be derived from weak superoptimality is that bothsynonymy and ambiguity are dying phenomena in natural languages: they tendto disappear. Now it is true that synonymy is not a stable phenomenon. It isa linguisti ommon plae that \real" synonymy does not exist. Though de-batable, the point about synonymy an ertainly be defended and it seems thesort of fat that needs explanation in the kind of theory that we are disussing.But ambiguity seems ever on the inrease. It is the major problem for om-putational linguistis and a remarkable ubiquitous and robust phenomenon.Moreover, it inreases whenever a language loses phonologial, morphologialor on�gurational properties, i.e. almost whenever language hange ours.The OT literature also ontains a formal argument against the symmetri view:the rat/rad problem. The Duth word rat (meaning rat) is homophonous withthe Duth word rad (meaning wheel) in its singular form. The pronuniation ofrad (but not rat) is derived by a faithfulness violation: the underlying feature+voied is lost at the end of Duth words. In a treatment like Blutner's, thishas onsequenes for the interpretation of the sound =rat=. If it is interpretedas wheel there is a better form ontent pair, namely < =rat=; rat >. Aordingto both notions of superoptimality, this means that < =rat=; wheel > is thrownout of the ompetition, not just in interpretation but also in generation.The rat/rad problem is a simple phonologial problem, but it would arise in anyambiguity where in one of pairs < Form;Content1 >, < Form;Content2 >,Form is in one ase derived by more serious syntati onstraint violations thanthe other. A simple ase is perhaps2 (3) assuming that (b) involves two viola-tions of the onstraint STAY enforing onstituents to stay in their anonialposition rather than (at most) one as in (a).(3) a. Wie slaat Hans?a'. Who beats Hans?b. Wie slaat Hans?b'. Whom does Hans beat?Superoptimality would predit not just that reading (a') is preferred but thatit is the only reading, of ourse under the assumption of the analysis in termsof STAY. This does not math the fats of Duth. There is a preferene forreading (a'), but the other is also available. More serious than this partiularexample is the fat that given any partiular syntati system of onstraints,examples of this kind an be found at will.This paper is an attempt to develop a ompeting theory of the ombination ofsyntax and semantis in optimality theory, whih maintains as muh as possibleof the insights of Blutner, while avoiding the problems. It moreover aims at2I want to remain stritly unommitted to any syntati analysis in this paper. Not in life.3



being a naturalisti theory of these matters, i.e. a theory that an be interpretedas onstraining atual proesses of language prodution and interpretation.It has been my view for a long time that the asymmetry between speaking andlistening should be taken more seriously than theories generally do. Di�erentparts of the body are involved and there an be vast di�erenes between whatpeople an say and what they an understand. Moreover listening and speakingdi�er in their very nature. Speaking is an ative proess in whih the speakerhas ontrol, whereas listening is essentially a passive ativity, in whih thelistener tries to make the most of the signal she reeives. Equally importantis the naturalisti harater of an optimality theoreti aount of speaking orunderstanding. OT was inspired by the onsideration of proesses in the brainand still derives muh of its psyhologial plausibility from its interpretationas a theory about brain proesses. A theory of the relation between form andontent should therefore primarily be a theory of speaking and understanding,as these are the proesses in whih the brain uses the onstraints. Aordingto Smolensky(1996), the naturalisti interpretation still does not give a theoryof the atual proesses in performane (whih would involve other mehanismsas well) but only a desription of the grammatial norm. Therefore, naturalismhere only means that we an think of the theory as a part of an overall aountof the atual prodution and understanding mehanisms.In the next two setions, the paper explores some general reasons for assumingthat OT syntax is the basi theory. They are far from being onlusive argu-ments but they make that view plausible. That an OT syntax is needed at all(but possibly in onjuntion with OT semantis) follows from the phenomenonof semanti bloking. For semanti bloking, see Zeevat (2000) and Bresnan(1998).Setion 4 tries to make it lear that interpretation annot be handled by OTsyntax on its own, beause ertain neessary onstraints do not allow a properreformulation in OT syntax. A minimal system of interpretation onstraintsthat annot be redued to syntati onstraints is developed and defended.Setions 5 and 6 disuss the way in whih syntax and semantis are onneted.Setion 6 applies the resulting theory to some key problems.2 Chiken or EggWhat did evolution ahieve when it reated language? I think the right answeris the reation of a system of forms in whih ontents an be oded. Thoughthe reation of the forms doubtlessly helped extend the rihness of the ontentsthat an be expressed by means of them, nothing suggests that the everydaythoughts we have and that we routinely transmit to our fellow humans are thatdi�erent from the thoughts of somebody who laks language or even from thethoughts of our loser biologial ousins. After all, our basi drives are the sameand so is the information we gather in order to satisfy these drives.4



The wrong answer is surely that evolution reated a stronger power of under-standing that allows us to make sense of the omplex ontents expressed bythe forms found in natural languages. This is the wrong answer if we assumethat the new power of understanding is prior or independent of the reation ofthe system of forms. I do not think the system of understanding had to adaptvery muh. Already before language evolved, it was possible to interpret thebehaviour of other humans and of animals and to interpret the environments.These are the hard problems, not language understanding3. Understanding lim-its the diversi�ation of the prodution of aousti signals: if a di�erentiationannot be ashed in by a orresponding di�erentiation in understanding, it isnot funtional and will not beome part of the language. The development oflanguage use therefore an not be understood in isolation from the proess ofdeoding the language tokens. But the biologial ahievement is the di�erenti-ation of the aousti signals, whih in ombination with the reognitional andunderstanding apaities of the produing organisms use the di�erentiation to abiologial advantage. Nothing rules out that the understanding powers grow asa onsequene of the development of language, and that this growth then allowsfurther di�erentiation in understanding for whih new forms are developed. Butthe initiative is on the side of the forms.This an be underpinned to some extent by physiologial onsiderations. Whereasthe ear is largely what it was before language as we know it, there are physio-logial hanges in the larynx and in the way it is used.The point of these remarks is that, as linguists interested in the nature oflanguage, we should be primarily onerned with the prodution of languageand develop theories of the prodution proess. Produing language would notmake sense without understanding, but it is not lear that the understandingneeded to develop that muh. It seems to follow that if we want to developan empirial theory of the relationship between forms and meanings we �nd innatural languages we should be primarily onerned with the diretion that goesfrom meaning to form. The other diretion is like other pereption problemswhere one reasons from a pereptual ontent to its auses.The argument of this setion is speulative and an at most underpin a ertainbias towards the primay of OT syntax and against an independent OT seman-tis. The argument in the next setion has more substane, though it is notompelling either.3Work on visual languages, espeially Marriott & Meyer (1998) shows onlusively thatgoing from the disrete to simple graphial diagrams leads to an immediate explosion ofomputational omplexity. A tiger has to make preditions about the behaviour of its prey,birds need to orient themselves in their treks and all these tasks are seriously more omplexthan ontext-free parsing. Reursive struture, e.g. squares within squares, arises as muh inthe visual �eld as in natural languages.
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3 Conit in Prodution and UnderstandingFollowing Boersma (1998), we an make the following observations. As in theprodution of speeh, the prodution of sentenes stands under two opposingpriniples. The �rst priniple (expressiveness) is that the reeiver of the sen-tene should be able to take out the message that the speaker has oded intothe sentene. That is after all the purpose of language use. This goal is servedby marking every semantially relevant property of the input by some syntatifeature, suh as morphology, word order, lexial items et.At the same time, the speaker stands under a priniple of minimal e�ort. Thereis no point in marking a feature that is inferable and often the available meansof marking will be oniting. The requirements onit and the optimal reali-sation is a partiular way of solving the onit. The OT syntati onstraintsreet eonomy and expressiveness requirements and their ordering is the stan-dard onit resolution mehanism adopted by a language.It is not lear that in interpretation the same onit between di�erent interestsof the interpreter repeats itself. If the interpreter wants to minimise her e�ort,she runs the risk of not �nding the speaker's intention. Of ourse, it does notpay o� to put in more e�ort than is needed to reognise the speaker's intention,but eonomising on e�ort annot go below the e�ort required, on the pain ofdisfuntioning.There is of ourse the same priniple of expressiveness: everything that is in thesignal must be interpreted. But there does not seem to be a onit betweendoing that to the maximal extent and the priniple of not doing more than isrequired to �nd the speaker's intention.>From this, I want to onlude that whereas there is a naturalisti interpretationof oniting onstraints in language prodution, there is no suh naturalistiinterpretation for oniting onstraints in interpretation. If there are onit-ing onstraints in language interpretation they must derive from onstraintsabout language prodution4.The situation an be fruitfully ompared to the habit of hiding easter eggsfor one's hildren on Easter Sunday. The parents engaged in hiding the eggsbalane the amount of e�ort with the desired amount of diÆulty in �ndingthe egg. (They also piture the hild looking for it and try to keep it possiblefor the hild of �nding the egg, without spoiling the fun.) For the hild it isanother matter. It just has to throw in the e�ort required for �nding the eggs.Not more of ourse, but de�nitely not less. It is not a ompliated balaning4Later on I defend some defeasible interpretation onstraints that are ordered with respetto eah other. I aept the onlusion that their ordering is not a result of language userslearning how their language resolves a onit between opposing priniples. This onlusionis also unavoidable given that nothing indiates that di�erent languages ould have them indi�erent orderings. In fat, bizarre onepts of language use result if one tries alternativeorderings, whih seems to indiate that we should look for rational rather than empirialexplanations of the ordering. 6



at.This would be the argument that shows that the proess of language produ-tion has to �nd a balane between oniting onstraints. Languages are aninventory and a onventionalised way of establishing the balane: the languagepartiular ordering of the onstraints. A similar argument for underpinning thisbalane in understanding annot be given.If it ould be shown that the task of interpreting is in fat always an instaneof an ongoing hermeneuti proess of re�nement | as some would perhapsargue|, the situation hanges. Assuming the existene of a proess of ongoingre�nement, it is indeed possible to argue for a onit between eonomy of e�orton the one hand and the need for quik results on the other. It is however noteasy to see how the semanti onstraints that have been proposed an be seenas embodying a ompromise between these oniting needs.My intuition also tells me that the hermeneuti irle is normally quikly losed.The ommuniation of everyday thoughts (What time is it? Give me a o�ee!Do you have something to eat?) quikly results in the grasp of the speakerintention. Negative feed-bak an result in further reetion, but unpromptedfurther reetion is pointless one a plausible and relevant speaker intention isfound.4 Proper Optimality Theoreti SemantisThe previous two setions may be read as arguments against assuming thatthere should be an OT semantis in addition to or side by side with OT syntax.My prejudie has in fat always been that there should not be a separate OTsemantis. The proposed onstraints of OT semantis and their ordering arereally syntati onstraints in disguise and their ordering is the ordering of thedisguised syntati onstraints. I tried to show the plausibility of this viewby reonstruting the analysis of when-lauses of De Hoop & de Swart (2000)within OT syntax (Zeevat (2000)). But my plan of showing this ran up againstthe problem that there are some interpretation onstraints that do importantwork and do not appear to allow a reformulation as syntati onstraints.These are the ones I know about: *ACCOMMODATION, *INVENT,STRENGTH, ANCHOR, CONSISTENCY and FAITH-INT. I do notexpet there to be many others and these ones also seem to form a interestingnatural lass, as I will try to show at the end of this setion. I should alsosay at this point that my general solution does not depend on the question ofwhih semanti onstraints must be assumed or on the formulation of thoseonstraints. The only requirement is that there should be some, otherwise thetheory ollapses into optimality theoreti syntax. Though the preise ontentof the system is not essential, I believe the system I present in this setion hassome independent merit.The �rst onstraint is *ACCOMMODATION. It (fallibly) prohibits aom-7



modation of the anteedents of presupposition triggers. A presupposition trig-ger suh as regret requires that its omplement is already true in the ontextin whih it is used. If it is not true, the ontent of the omplement needs tobe added to the ontext, a proess alled aommodation. Nothing should beadded if the ontext (or one of the loal ontexts) already has the material and*ACCOMMODATION does just that.I annot imagine anything in syntax that has the e�et of *ACCOMMODA-TION. It annot be a prohibition against using the trigger in a ontext thatdoes not have the anteedent: that ours frequently and appropriately. If onewants, *ACCOMMODATION an be taken as a speial ase of a priniplethat forbids us to add material to the ontext of the utterane or to the ontentof the utterane without a proper reason (like external evidene or the materialsupplied by the sentene). *INVENT seems a good name for suh a on-straint. It is quite unlear how the speaker an rule out this bad behaviour ofthe listener by adding some feature to the sentene. For example, *INVENTforbids us to start thinking that John is ill, if all that the speaker said is thatMary had an ieream. It is the priniple that asks us not to overinterpret.STRENGTH expresses the preferene for informationally stronger readingsof the sentene. It is the odd man out here, beause it does not seem to allowa disrete evaluation measure and also makes a ouple of wrong preditions,as Geurts (2000) has pointed out. Nevertheless, a version of STRENGTH isneeded for the interpretation of presupposition triggers and |as Peters et al.(1998) have argued| for the interpretation of reiproals. It is obvious thatthere is no generation priniple that an apture the e�et of STRENGTH.From the generation perspetive, it seems that the weaker inputs that STRENGTHrules out as an interpretation will nevertheless be optimally realised by the sen-tene.ANCHOR is the priniple that interpretations should be anhored. In essene,this means that all the pronouns, ellipses, tenses and topis should �nd properanteedents and that a disourse relation must be onstruted from the urrentsentene to the appropriate earlier element of the disourse or dialogue. A-ommodation ours beause of the needs of ANCHOR. There is somethingin generation that orresponds to this: the priniples that selet the proforms,ellipsed versions, the presupposition triggers, the topi fous artiulation andonnetives based on the speaker's estimate of the ontext. It seems that AN-CHOR an be reformulated as a syntati priniple that prevents the hoieof a redued form (a pronoun, an ellipsis, deaented pronuniation, zero on-netive) when this is not appropriate. In priniple, we ould have a generationpriniple *REDUCE that prevents suh redutions when the ontext does notliene them. (*REDUCE would have to be ordered below the onstraintsthat fore the redutions.) But as will beome lear, it suÆes to have AN-CHOR to get this e�et and that seems the more natural hoie. An additionalargument is that redued forms are not really required in the inventory of thelanguage. E.g. the Latin homo (a man or the man) is not redued with respetto the inde�nite when it means the man and has a linguisti anteedent. Lan-8



guages that have no redued forms are just be less eÆient for the generator.The interpreter would still be trying to identify as muh material as possible inthe preeding ontext or relate objets by bridging and disourse relations, bythe priniple ANCHOR. Without redued forms, there is no e�et of *RE-DUCE in generation and onsequently there would be no reason for �nding ananteedent.CONSISTENCY prefers interpretations that do not onit with the ontext.It plays a role in ambiguity resolution, seleting between di�erent resolutionsof anaphori elements and in ruling out ertain aommodations. It an be vio-lated, sine it is ertainly possible to ontradit the given ontext. One more,there is no good generation onstraint that rules out the expression of thoughtsthat ontradit the ontext. It an just be done and the OT syntax tells uswhat is the best way of doing it. In ertain ases, there is obligatory markingof inonsisteny, using ontrastive and onessive devies. Overt orretionshave a number of syntati features that make them reognisable. A languagethat would however not have suh syntati devies |or that does not alwaysmark inonsisteny with the ontext| does not seem impossible. Obligatorymarking of inonsisteny is therefore not an alternative to the assumption ofCONSISTENCY as a priniple.For these violations of onsisteny, we need the priniple of faithful interpre-tation FAITH-INT. This priniple fores us to interpret all that the speakerhas said. FAITH-INT ould in priniple5 be a generation onstraint (\do notmark any features that are not in the input") but the positive formulation isan interpretation onstraint and that makes it more natural to think of it asone. In the sheme I am presenting in the next two setions, the priniple issuperuous: it is aptured by the �rst step of reovering the set of inputs thatould lead to the sentene.The ordering between the onstraints is also fairly obvious. Readings an beinonsistent with the ontext if they are faithful and aommodation is only al-lowed beause of the need to anhor. Aommodation is restrited to onsistentadditions to the ontext and selets the strongest reading when di�erent onesare possible. This is just a rephrasing of the standard views on presuppositionaommodation.This gives us the following piture of what |if I am right | is the whole ofOT semantis.FAITH-INT >CONSISTENCY, ANCHOR >*INVENT, *ACCOMMODATION >STRENGTHAn example illustrating FAITH-INT > CONSISTENCY, ANCHOR is(4).5As Bresnan does as part of the faithfulness onstraint in Bresnan (MS).9



(4) A: John hates Bill.B: He hates SUZY.The seond sentene, interpreted as a orretion, violates onsisteny. Corre-tions would be impossible, if the ordering were reversed. The same examplealso illustrates that ANCHORING is not weaker than CONSISTENCY.If it were, the pronoun used by B. ould not refer to John. So we have CON-SISTENCY, ANCHOR.*ACCOMMODATE explains the ontrast between (5a.) and (5b.) .(5) a. If John is in Berlin, he regrets that he is in Berlin.b. If Mary is in Amsterdam, John regrets that he is in Berlin.The (b.) example entails that John is in Berlin, but not the (a.) example, dueto the presupposition trigger regret. In the (a.) example the presupposition isresolved to the ondition of the impliation, in (b.) that is not possible andthe only interpretation is obtained by anhoring the trigger through the addi-tion of the presupposition to the main ontext. This addition is ruled out in(a.) by *ACCOMMODATE. Addition to the ontext given by the onditionin (b.) is ruled out by STRENGTH, as the resulting interpretation wouldbe entailed by the addition to the main ontext. >From this it follows thatANCHORING > *ACCOMMODATE and further that *ACCOMMO-DATE > STRENGTH.It should be lear that without support from OT syntax the semantis given bythese priniples is unable to interpret any sentene whatsoever. But OT syntaxexists and how it is integrated with the semanti onstrasints is the subjet ofthe next two setions.There is however one more aspet of the system that should be pointed out.It turns out to be no more than an OT reformulation of the essene of thereeived interpretation theory from the '70s of the last entury. There we hadthe ompositional semantis of Lewis(1970) and Montague(1974), supplementedwith Karttunen(1973, 1974) and Stalnaker(1978)'s ideas about presuppositionand assertion. In the '80s these have been supplemented by establishing thatanaphori resolutions and disourse relations an be best thought of as speialases of presupposition.The ombination of FAITH-INT and *INVENT restores important aspetsof ompositional semantis (not the full priniple, but essential aspets). Theombination of CONSISTENCY and STRENGTH are (a strengtheningof) Stalnaker's priniples of assertion and ANCHOR and *ACCOMMO-DATION together give a reonstrution of the �eld of disourse, inluding in-sights from disourse representation theory (e.g. Kamp(1982) and Heim(1982))and the analysis of presupposition Heim(1983), Van der Sandt(1992) ). The setof onstraints itself is almost nothing more than the reeived theory. My pro-posal adds to the reeived theory by ordering the onstraints and by allowing10



exeptions. It is extremely unlikely that there would be reasons for hangingthe onstraints and their ordering if one moves from language to language.What is missing is not the rational argumentation for the onstraints (thatargumentation is just part of the literature) but the rational argumentationfor their ordering. It is fairly lear from the empirial point of view that theordering is as I skethed above. It seems that it is not hard to see that alter-native orderings lead to problems. E.g. if CONSISTENCY would be weakerthan STRENGTH we would be hunting for strong but false interpretationswhenever that is possible, whih does not seem a good idea. Or if FAITH-INT were weaker than CONSISTENCY we ould not orret eah other.Given the ommuniation protool that we seem to have adopted, alternativeorderings would lead to a loss of funtionality. A proper rational foundation ishowever a ompliated matter. It should show in detail why eah of the on-straints is there, why eah ordering statement must be there and, importantly,why it is rational to have defeasible onstraints, et. This task must be deferredto future work.This setion presented the ase for preserving some OT semantis in the fae ofthe ritiism that OT semantis is not neessary or desirable given OT syntax.It is only a modest semantis that remains. In the next two setions I will onlyassume that OT semantis is a system of onstraints that help us in deidingbetween the di�erent readings predited by OT syntax. I refer to that systemas the interpretation onstraints.5 The Basi ConnetionThe predition of OT syntax is that an optimal interpretation of a senteneS is any semanti input I that beats its ompetitors among the andidate setf< S; J >: J is a semanti inputg by the system onsisting of the normalsyntati onstraints and their ordering. Smolensky (1996) points out that thewinner of the interpretation ompetition for a sentene S is not neessarilygoing to be optimally generated as S by the same system and thereby explainsobserved asymmetries between prodution and generation in hild language,sine the ompetition in the other diretion involves the di�erent andidate setf< S; I >: S is a syntati formg.Given what we have done so far, we an de�ne the optimal interpretation of asentene Form in two steps. First we take our OT syntax system and determinethe set fContent : Form is an optimal form for the ontent Contentg. In aseond step, we determine whih of the elements of that set optimally satisfythe interpretation onstraints. Those are then the best interpretations.This an be understood as the evaluation of pairs < Content; Form > overtwo systems of onstraints: the syntax onstraints G = CG1; : : : ; CGn andthe interpretation onstraints I = CI1; : : : ; CIm. The fat that we �rst takethe set fContent : Form is an optimal form for the ontent Contentg orders11



the interpretation onstraints after the generation onstraints, if we take bothonstraints as onstraints on pairs.In the table below, the evaluation starts with all pairs in whih Form is theinput. The optimal pairs are found before the evaluation by the semantionstraints begins and form the set GEN for semanti evaluation. The pairsthat are optimal by the generation onstraints give the optimal interpretationsof Form. CG1; : : : ; CGn CI1; : : : ; CIm< Content1; F orm >..< Contentj; F orm >..< Contentm; F orm >Sine the generation and interpretation onstraints form disjoint systems wehave no problem with harmonizing between the interpretation and the genera-tion proess.We an assume that an interpreter proeeds in this way (in an eÆient im-plementation of it). But it is not wild to assume that the speaker does thesame. Why say something knowing that it will be understood in the wrongway? It is also standard in natural language generation systems to hek thatthe semanti representation from whih generation started also omes out whenthe generated sentene is interpreted. One an even wonder whether a naturallanguage speaker who |after all| is also a natural language understander anavoid interpreting her own words.This basi system already suÆes for an explanation of the ine�ability problem:ine�able ontents are those whose optimal realisation is misinterpreted by theinterpretation onstraints. I will give a more subtle aount of ine�ability lateron.6 CooperativityAn important aspet of pragmatis we did not inorporate so far is Grie's prin-iple of ooperation6. Language use is a speial kind of ooperative behaviourand the speaker has a ooperative obligation when she speaks. In partiular,the speaker has a responsibility for what the listener will make of her sentene.6Charity of the interpreter is oded in the interpretation priniple of onsisteny with theontext and in the priniple of going for the most informative reading. But this is only oneaspet of ooperativity. 12



That makes it plausible to assume that the speaker goes through the inter-preter's part of the proess and makes sure that at least she would get theinterpretation she intends. But there is something more to it. The speaker anmake sure that interpretation is as painless as possible by avoiding violationsof the interpretation onstraints7. This gives us the following piture (G+ I isthe system of generation onstraints followed by the system of interpretationonstraints):Form is an optimal generation for Content i�a. < Content; Form > is optimal for G + I in the set f< Content; Formi >:Formi an arbitrary formg andb. there is no pair< Contentj; F orm > that is better by I than< Content; Form >is. (Contentj must ome from the set of optimal inverses of the set of formsobtained in (a), but this is not essential).And the de�nition of an optimal interpretation must be independent, but sim-ilar.Content is an optimal interpretation for Form i� a. < Content; Form > isoptimal for G + I in the set f< Contenti; F orm >: Contenti is an arbitraryformg andb. there is no pair< Content; Formi > that is better by I than< Content; Form >is. (Formi must ome from the set of optimal inverses of the set of ontentsobtained in (a), but this is not essential).In generation, we arry out the basi ombination �rst and then survey as in-terpreters the range of other interpretations of the form we found. In interpre-tation, we arry out the basi ombination �rst and then survey as generatorsthe range of other forms for the thought we found.This is what people seem to do when they arry out the task of generating froma �xed ontent, like e.g. in literary translation. Real generation is probablybetter understood as a proess starting from an only partially spei�ed ontent.A suint formulation of the system is to say that we �rst do normal OTsyntax and |after that| superoptimality over the interpretation onstraints.The ooperativity of the speaker gives us superoptimality in the semantis.The advantage of ooperativity is that we keep some of the e�ets of Blutner'sbidiretionality. In partiular, we preserve Blutner's theorem whih o�ers revo-lutionary insights in the analysis of presupposition triggers, at least if you wantto believe Zeevat (1999) or Zeevat (2000).We also get a diagnosis for what is wrong with full superoptimality. In super-7I am not sure of my equation of pain and onstraint violation, but it is a natural idea. Atleast in syntax, it should be testable whether there is a relation between understanding timesand the amount of onstraint violation that goes on in sentenes. Certainly the violations ofthe interpretation onstraints that are the standard examples in the presupposition literatureare not easy to understand. 13



optimality, it is not just the speaker that is ooperative, but also the listener.The listener must selet a reading taking into aount the e�ort of the speaker:the reading is deseleted if the speaker has to violate a stronger onstraint orthe same onstraint more severely for it than for another reading. But thatdoes not make sense at all. The speaker will just spend the e�ort to expressthe ontent in question and the listener does not have the ontrol neessary toredue the speaker e�ort.7 AppliationsRat and RadThe last point of the last setion is the solution to the rad/rat problem.>From the interpretation point of view rad (wheel) and rat (rat) are equallygood interpretations for /rat/. Neither inurs a mark by any of the interpreta-tion onstraints. The mark ourred in the generation omponent is unimpor-tant one /rat/ has beome the optimal realisation of rad and rat.The same applies to my syntati version of the rad-rat problem. After Wieslaat Hans? has beome the optimal realisation of both ?x beat(x;Hans) and?x beat(Hans; x) the STAY violations beome irrelevant.Italian WH-phrasesLet us assume that Italian wants it WH-phrases fronted, i.e. it has strongonstraint FRONT-WH, i.e. whih is violated by WH-phrases that are notin the �rst position. Let us also assume that it wants to mark semantial WH-phrases (variables bound by the question operator) by the typial morphologyof WH-phrases, but not as muh as it wants to front them. This means thatwe have a onstraint PARSE-WH that is weaker than FRONT-WH.It then follows that the optimal andidate for ?xy eat(e; x; y)) is something like(6) (assuming qualosa is the default NP of Italian).(6) Chi ha mangiato qualosa?The WH-onstituent is fronted and the subjet, but not the objet is WH-marked. The objet therefore violates PARSE-WH, but the damage is smallerthan marking it and violating FRONT-WH. The generation ompetition gives|as always| an optimal andidate.But in interpretation, by *INVENT the semanti orrespondent of the WH-feature annot be reovered. That means that the optimal andidate is in fatnot a good expression of the input. It wins the syntati ompetition, but itsWH-interpretation always loses out the interpretation ontest.Killing and Causing to Die 14



We lose the ability to predit the semanti di�erene between kill and auseto die in this framework. A use of kill tends to be interpreted as a \stan-dard killing" while ause to die indiates that the killing is indiret, or at leastnon-standard. Blutner8 explains this seletion of meanings with weak superop-timality, using only the way generation and interpretation are ombined.It is a pity we lose this explanation, but there is no reason for despair beausea simple alternative explanation is available. Let us assume that there is anECONOMY onstraint ative in the OT syntax. This onstraint militatesagainst long and infrequent ways of expression. If the sheri� killed Bill in anormal way, ECONOMY will prevent the seletion of ause to die.For the interpreter, that means that the interpretation kill is not available forthe form ause to die. That form is not a survivor, sine for simple killing killmust be used due to the ECONOMY onstraint.Suppose that we also have a (stronger) onstraint PARSE-MARKED whihrequires a marked way of expression when an input item is semantially marked,i.e. it belongs to the extension of a ertain prediate, but it is an unusual mem-ber of that extension. Assume moreover that the use of long and/or infrequentexpressions are marked ways of expression and so ful�ll the onstraint whenthe input is semantially marked. The interpreter an then only interpret auseto die as the expression of a marked way of killing. The generator would vio-late PARSE-MARKED by simply using kill, if there was something strangeabout the way the sheri� proeeded.Though I appreiate the beauty of the explanation by weak superoptimality,I am worried by the fat that the interpreter atually overinterprets ause todie in Blutner's aount. As I see it, the interpreter would violate *INVENT.I avoid this problem by having an input feature that distinguishes the tworeadings.ReexivesGrie (1975) remarks that if you say (7), you imply that the woman is not hiswife, his mother or his sister.(7) I saw John in town yesterday with a woman.We might add that the woman is also not the speaker or the listener or anyother high saliene item in the disourse situation. A natural explanation forthis within OT is the assumption of a sequene of parsing onstraints thatfore us to indiate in the output that the referent of an NP is the speaker98As Blutner points out, there is another problem. If there are not two possibilities, thepredition from superoptimality is that only the simple reading remains. That would preditthat make laugh only has the diret interpretation, or that in Frisian, whih has no reexives,normal pronouns would only have reexive meanings.9A ounterexample is Isherwood's title (8), the disiple being the author himself.(8) My Guru and his Disiple. 15



or the listener, -ommanded, urrently in the disourse topi, in the visiblesurrounding of the utterane, has been mentioned before, is related to a highlysalient disourse item by a relation expressed by the ommon noun of the NP,is uniquely desribed by the ommon noun of the NP et. We further haveto assume that �rst and seond person pronouns express the person, reexives-ommanding (or |in English| perspetive), personal pronouns membershipof the disourse topi, demonstratives the presene in the visible surroundings,the de�nite artile either previous mention or a relation to an objet in thedisourse topi or uniqueness. The use of default rules for NP-seletion is thestandard tehnique in natural language generation and the only reason theyhave not found their way into linguistis is that most grammatial formalismsbefore OT syntax annot aommodate them in natural way10.In ombination with *INVENT and ANCHOR the hierarhy of parse on-straints give us preisely the e�ets that Grie predits: that we an rule outall the properties higher up in the hierarhy.8 MoralsIn this paper, I have shown that a theory of semanti interpretation on the basisof OT syntax is feasible, if it is supplemented with some quite general semantiand pragmati priniples. The plae of the Griean maxims within this shemehas so far not been explored properly. It is lear that relevane and quantitymust play a role at some point. Superoptimality (or weak superoptimality)and the speaker and listener games developed by Dekker & Van Rooy(2000)ontinue to be relevant, but do not penetrate syntax as suh.The treatment opens perspetives for the further development of the �eld ofsemantis as suh. If I am right, ompositionality does not need to be asmuh a straightjaket as it was in the heydays of the rule-to-rule hypothesis. Atraditional problem is that of idiomati expressions. The rule-to-rule hypothesispredits that both sentenes in (9) mean the same, i.e. that the speaker wantsto know the time.(9) What time is it?How late is it?Now the fat of the matter is that in English the seond expression, thoughgrammatial, is merely a soure of wonder, while only the �rst atually expressesit. (This is reversed for the two Duth equivalents.) It should be easy toon�gure the English OT syntax so that only the �rst is an optimal expressionIs this inorret? Certainly there is suggestion of respet and modesty that would be absent inMy guru and Me. Another literary e�et seems that the topi of the book is neatly desribed:it is about the guru and Isherwood himself but only in his apaity as the guru's disiple.10An exeption should be made here for Panini, who by his general arhiteture and else-where priniple is learly a preursor of OT. 16



of the input (avoiding low frequeny items would already seem to do that). Theseond sentene is then orretly predited to be uninterpretable.An important feature of OT syntax is that is an easily underspeify the fullontent of the semanti input. It is reasonable to assume that the representa-tions in (10) are both optimally generated by Every man likes a woman.(10) 8x(man(x)! 9y(woman(y) ^ like(x; y)))9y(woman(y) ^ 8x(man(x)! like(x; y)))The syntax parses the grammatial funtion of the two quanti�ers and theirquanti�ational fore, but not their relative sope. The funtion of polaritysensitive items also beomes learer: they parse a semanti feature of the envi-ronment of the semanti NP.What we need is a weaker interpretation of the priniple of ompositionality.Frege does not say muh more than that the meaning of a omplex expressionis a funtion of the meaning of its parts. What we need are slightly more liberalformulations. Parts must be taken to be the smallest meaningful part, whihan inlude �xed ombinations of words. And though we must admit that themeaning of a omplex expression is determined by applying a funtion to themeaning of its parts, it does not follow that natural languages make it learerwhat the preise logial ontent of that funtion is on a partiular oasion thanthey make it lear what shade of blue is involved in my daughter's new bluedress. Though we an go for more preision in both ases, suh preision is notrequired or desirable for everyday ommuniation.Author's AddressILLC/Computational LinguistisUniversity of AmsterdamSpuistraat 1341012 VB AmsterdamThe NetherlandsAknowledgmentsThis paper omes out of remarks I made as a member of the panelat the OTS Conferene in January 2000, Paul Smolensky's aute ritiism of superopti-mality, dinner time disussion after the onferene and email disussion with ReinhardBlutner. I wish to thank espeially Robert van Rooy, Reinhard Blutner, Marie Nilsen-ova and Anna Pilatova for their many useful omments. Many thanks also to the twoanonymous reviewers for their exellent suggestions.
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